
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The June 21, 2022, Grayzone article,  “British Security State Collaborator Paul Mason’s War on

‘Rogue Academics’ Exposed,” shines a great big light on what the “anti-disinformation” industry is

really all about.

Spoiler alert: It has nothing to do with protecting a gullible public from information that might cause

them to make bad or unhealthy choices. No, it’s about creating and directing a narrative for the

purpose of controlling the population and hiding truths that might overthrow the ruling cabal and its

plans for a one world government.

Operation Mockingbird

Propaganda is as old as humanity itself, but the modern version of it can be traced back to 1948,

when the CIA’s OWce of Special Projects  launched Operation Mockingbird,  a clandestine CIA

media inYltration campaign that involved bribing hundreds of journalists to publish fake stories at

the CIA’s request.

The CIA reportedly spent $1 billion a year (about one-third of its entire budget ) on this enterprise.

CIA-recruited journalists worked in most major news organizations, including CBS News, Time, Life,

Newsweek and The New York Times, just to name a few.  Later on, the campaign expanded to

include foreign media as well.  As reported by the Free Press:

“In 1976, Senator Frank Church’s investigation into the CIA exposed their corruption of the

media ... The tactic was straightforward. False news reports or propaganda would be

provided by CIA writers to knowing and unknowing reporters who would simply repeat the

falsehoods over and over again.”

During the Cold War, CIA propaganda disparaged communist ideologies. Today, it promotes radical

ideas that bring us closer to The Great Reset — which is based on a technocratic economic system

— instead.

Media Is More Controlled Than Ever

While Operation Mockingbird is said to have been oWcially dismantled, there’s plenty of evidence to

suggest it’s still in operation. If anything, the system has only gotten more eWcient and effective, as

the number of major media outlets has shrunk over these past decades, and a vast majority of

journalists and news anchors simply parrot what’s reported by the three global news agencies.

What’s more, the CIA isn’t the only intelligence agency using the media for its own propaganda

purposes. The intelligence agencies in other countries do it too.

For example, leaked documents  reveal Reuters and BBC News received multimillion-dollar

contracts to advance a covert propaganda program by the British Foreign and Commonwealth

OWce (FCO) aimed at weakening Russia’s incuence over its neighbors.  You can learn more about

this in “Reuters and BBC Caught Taking Money for Propaganda Campaign.”

One of the biggest changes we’re seeing right now is that most of the world’s intelligence agencies

are controlling media in the same direction — toward The Great Reset and the technocratic control

of the global population. That’s why we’re seeing the same narratives playing all over the world.

In 1977 Carl Bernstein wrote a 75-page article for Rolling Stone that exposed the CIA’s involvement

with the media in even greater detail.  Those were the days when Rolling Stone actually did decent

investigative journalism. Today they are one of the largest spreaders of government disinformation.

It’s the Opposite of What They Claim It Is

It’s no small irony that most of the organizations claiming to promote truth and counter

disinformation are in fact doing the exact opposite. The latest and most blatant example of this

was the Biden administration’s “Ministry of Truth” — the Disinformation Governance Board,  set

up by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS).

It didn’t quite go as planned though. It was announced and then canceled just as quickly in the face

of political and public backlash. The Orwellian connotations were just so blatant, few were able to

dismiss them.

Perhaps they overestimated the level of brainwashing achieved over the past two years. They

probably thought they could get away with what amounts to ripping up the U.S. Constitution in front

of everyone’s face, but the time was not yet ripe for that kind of frontal assault.

If anything, it worked against them because many have suspected government uses media and Big

Tech to censor and control narratives, and the past two years have provided undeniable evidence of

that reality. So, the attempt to formalize this unlawful incuence completely failed — for now.

Covert Assault on Academics

Getting back to The Grayzone story, Paul Mason, “one of Britain’s most prominent alleged left-wing

journalists,” and other “covert helpers,” were found to have targeted scholars and academics who

spoke out against the establishment narrative on the concict between Russia and Ukraine.

As explained by Jimmy Dore in the featured video, Mason is basically pretending to be a left-

leaning journalist but is working with the intelligence community to destroy political opponents.

Emails obtained by The Grayzone and reviewed by Dore shows Mason is in favor of “relentless

deplatforming,” getting people kicked off PayPal, demonetized by YouTube and so on. The

Grayzone writes:

“Amidst his campaign to neutralize the UK antiwar left, Paul Mason declared in an email to

several academics willing to inform on and undermine their own colleagues: ‘the far left

rogue academics is who I’m after ... The important task is to quarantine their ‘soft’

inPuencers and expose/stigmatize the hard ideologists.’

Mason’s Rshing expedition was conducted in apparent coordination with Andy Pryce, a

senior British intelligence oTcial involved in a series of malign information warfare and

censorship initiatives.

The journalist’s key academic enabler, self-styled counter-disinformation researcher Emma

Briant, not only helped further his campaign to target antiwar Rgures, but furnished bogus

claims about one individual which appears to have inspired a BBC smear piece ... Many of

those she snitched on considered her a colleague and even a comrade.”

The Grayzone details how Briant introduced Mason with two individuals who would be able to

furnish a meme-tracing tool to determine their source. Mason speciYcally wanted to Ynd out “who

in Britain denies the Bucha massacre” (thinks it’s a false cag) and/or believes Russia’s justiYcations

for the invasion of Ukraine.

Ironically, the people Mason was most eager to trap weren’t falling into it, as they weren’t publicly

discussing their views. Briant then offered to provide Mason with the names of the main organizers

of an academic mailing list called “Organized Persuasive Communication,” run by Piers Robinson,

described by Grayzone as “a dissident academic who has been relentlessly targeted in UK

mainstream media.”

“Robinson was shocked to learn that a participant on his listserv was ratting out fellow

members to a security state collaborator,” The Grayzone writes.  “‘I’m dismayed that a

former colleague whom I have supported over the years appears to have abused an

academic listserv,’ Robinson told The Grayzone.

‘Rather than engaging in open debate and critique, which would have been the scholarly

and ethical thing to do, Briant has instead sought to support what seems to be underhand

and nefarious attempts to damage reputations and silence critics.’”

In the featured Jimmy Dore Show video, Dore interviews Max Blumenthal, a Grayzone contributor,

about this and related stories they’ve written about Mason and his covert relationship with the

British government. Blumenthal details how The Grayzone was censored by YouTube, for the Yrst

time ever, after they started exposing Mason, and it seems clear YouTube was responding to

demands by Mason himself.

This suggests he is indeed working for or with British intelligence. We’ve seen the same kind of

censoring at the request of the U.S. government.

A Case of the Pot Calling the Kettle Black

One of the people singled out by Briant as a Russian collaborator was Greg Simons, “a

communications researcher at Sweden’s Uppsala University specializing in Russian mass media,”

whose only crime was Ylling out and circulating a survey relating to concicts and war on the behalf

of a Russian academic who was working on a research paper.

Not even the Russian academic could be rightly accused of being a threat to democracy, as he’d

“played a key role in Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev’s liberalization agenda, freeing political

prisoners, ending regulations on foreign travel, and enshrining fundamental rights in the country’s

new constitution,” The Grayzone writes. Commenting on Briant’s betrayal, Simons told The

Grayzone:

“This puts a big spotlight on the professional integrity and knowledge of Briant, who

spreads propaganda and misinformation on people, something claims on her Twitter

proRle to Rght. It also demonstrates a clear lack of personal integrity and deRciency in

knowledge on topics that she claims to be an expert in.”

The Spook Behind It All

Behind Mason’s and Briant’s pet project to “neutralize the U.K.’s grassroots antiwar left” is Andy

Pryce, founding director of the Counter Disinformation and Media Development (CDMD) program at

the British Foreign OWce. In 2018, Pryce was also “exposed as a key player in the scandalous

MI6/military intelligence project known as the Integrity Initiative.” The Grayzone writes:

“A January 2020 European Commission event listing identiRes Pryce as the head of public

diplomacy at UKREP, London’s diplomatic mission to the EU.

However, the same month Pryce appeared at the EU event, UKREP was replaced with a new

oTce, the UK Mission to Europe, and Pryce has not been publicly mentioned in any oTcial

capacity since. So where did he go?

In his communications with Mason, Pryce mentions his personal involvement in activities

placing him at the forefront of London’s public relations strategy on the Ukraine crisis,

which is delivered by the recently formed Government Information Cell (GIC) and Counter

Disinformation Unit (CDU).

Staffed by spies and charged with disseminating intelligence through the media and other

forums for the purpose of information warfare, both the units have operated in highly

clandestine fashion. Largely unknown to the public, they have played a pivotal part in

NATO’s proxy war in Ukraine.”

‘Conspiracy Theorist’ Is a Propaganda Smear

Over the past two years, the terms “conspiracy theory” and “conspiracy theorist” have become

household terms for anything and everyone who doesn’t agree with whatever crazy story the media

claim to be fact. Few seem to realize that in using these terms, they’ve fallen for the oldest

propaganda methods there is: When you can’t argue with the facts, just attack the person delivering

them.

“ Calling someone a ‘conspiracy theorist’ is a
strategy aimed at silencing dissent in general and
truth in particular, plain and simple.”

Belittling people and making them look silly, stupid, ignorant, gullible or incompetent are classic

attack strategies by propagandists who don’t really have a leg to stand on otherwise. It’s all about

Yring up people’s negative emotions, which makes them less likely to sit back and evaluate both

sides.

So, calling someone a “conspiracy theorist” is a strategy aimed at silencing dissent in general and

truth in particular, plain and simple. In terms of health, COVID-19 reporting has taken censorship

and media manipulation to brand new heights, eclipsing just about all previous propaganda efforts.

They don’t even hide the bias anymore.

Many believe that the term “conspiracy theory” was actually created by the CIA in 1967 to disqualify

those who questioned the oWcial version of John F Kennedy’s assassination and doubted that his

killer, Lee Harvey Oswald, had acted alone. It makes perfect sense since Oliver Stone has shared

credible evidence that the CIA was behind the JFK assassination.

When it comes to the COVID jab, for example, we know the U.S. government spent $1 billion on a

media campaign to build public conYdence in, and uptake of, the injections using mainstream news

outlets.

In return for that paycheck, media rabidly lashed out at anyone who questioned the unsupported

claim that the shots were “safe and effective” as either a crazy conspiracy theorist, an ignorant

science-denier, a dangerous misinformation agent with a personal proYt motive, a domestic

terrorist hell-bent on maximizing the death toll, or all four. All the while, media never actually

countered the data showing the narrative was riddled with holes and contradictory at its face.

How to Identify True Journalism

An example of how these kinds of smears have been, and continue to be, used by media, consider

the June 19, 2022, Guardian article  by Mark Townsend. He wrote:

“A network of more than two dozen conspiracy theorists, frequently backed by a

coordinated Russian campaign, sent thousands of disinformation tweets to distort the

reality of the Syrian conPict and deter intervention by the international community, new

analysis reveals.”

As reported by The Hill (video above), Townsend identiYed Grayzone journalist Aaron Maté as “the

most proliYc spreader of disinformation” about the Syrian concict “among the 28 conspiracy

theorists identiYed.”

In a tweet, Maté responded to the article, stating Townsend had failed to contact him for comment,

failed to provide any example of his alleged “disinformation” on the Syrian concict, and failed to

disclose the Institute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD) think tank responsible for the “analysis” is funded

by the U.S. and U.K. governments and allied nations.

According to The Hill, Townsend was on vacation and not available for comment, but Katie Halper,

who cohosts the “Useful Idiots” podcast with Maté came on to discuss Townsend’s attempted hack

job. “Perhaps this can be a teachable moment for Townsend,” she said.

Not only did Townsend violate three basic standards of journalism, but the article’s main premise is

also based on a lie, Halper says. The Guardian actually corrected the initial headline, which read

“Russia-Backed Network of Syria Conspiracy Theorists IdentiYed.” Since there’s no evidence of

Russia backing any of these individuals, the headline was changed to the slightly less libelous

“Network of Syria Conspiracy Theorists IdentiYed.”

Townsend’s piece appears to be nothing more than a government-backed “Mockingbird”-style

counterattack aimed at silencing Maté, who has been challenging the oWcial narrative about the

alleged chemical attack in Douma, Syria,  and even delivered remarks to the United Nations

Security Council on the matter.

Considering he’s implicating both the U.S. and U.K., it seems rather obvious that Townsend’s article

is an intentional propaganda piece aimed at chipping away Maté’s credibility. It can be helpful to

always remember that we are, in fact, at war. It’s an information war, and the ruling powers whose

aim it is to usher us into a new system of technocracy have many secrets.

They’ve rigged the game of life in a thousand different ways, and if people understood just how

we’ve been robbed and enslaved, they’d become uncontrollable. Hence, the propaganda machine is

in full swing, trying to control all aspects and shut down all truth tellers, lest the populace get wise

to their games.

Truly, this now applies to just about every part of life. Politics, election integrity, the economy, the

food system, energy, health and medicine, wars and concicts — you name it — it’s all been rigged

and it’s all falling apart.

The old guard is shooting for a controlled demolition of the old so they can transition to the new —

which will be even more enslaving — but in order for that sleight of hand to work, pesky truth tellers

must be silenced and the populace kept intellectually sedated. Don’t fall into that trap. One way to

avoid it, is to interpret smears for what they are — attempts to silence. And ask yourself what the

propagandists don’t want you to know.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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At this very moment, here in the UK we are watching, minute by minute, a very frightened group of people, doing everything they can to

completely destroy the credibility of our Prime Minister Boris Johnson. There is an ancient saying: You can fool some of the people

some of the time, most of the people most of the time; but you cannot fool all of the people all of the time. Why are they so frightened?

What is driving their obvious desperation? Is it the threat of the mostly unreported charges of crimes against humanity, made against

not just Boris Johnson, but many of the leading voices, within the UK civil service, who so blatantly drove the COVID vaccination story;

that is now very clearly falling apart.

No one can stop the truth of hospitals overcowing with the sick and dying; when, supposedly 95% of the nation are already vaccinated.

You cannot show statistics as; "created by the unvaccinated", when they involve the majority of the population. So the truth is coming

out from every direction they are unable to fully control. Another aspect of the problem facing the civilised world, is the use of the word

"government". Why do I say that? Because, in my most humble opinion, it is not "the government" that has so consistently lied to all of

the nation, it is the primary group, direct advisers to their respective democratic institutions; UK parliament, US Congress, European

parliament, that we usually describe as "civil servants"; that are the source of the disinformation.

A good example being here in the UK, we face a parliamentary Bill speciYcally designed to hide such facts, by making it seem the

criminals are we who are; entirely peacefully and honestly; describing their crimes. That civil servants are the people brieYng their

respective parliaments about the so called criminality of the general population; with the express purpose of hiding their own actions.

They hide behind rules preventing our knowing who they are. That is the problem we all face today.
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Over several years I have personally come to the conclusion that, to prevent the truth from being exposed by honest citizens, the

UK civil service has created their own version of what the East German communist State created, a Stasi, a State Secret Police

service, speciYcally designed to hide the dishonest actions of the civil service from the people. Now everyone will understand

that, as with any group of criminals, you will not be able to recruit honest citizens into such a force. So they have to Ynd existing

criminals to do their work. But now you have created a service populated with not just criminals, but by people with all sorts of

deviant problems.

Now you tell some of them that people like me are to be described "as either a crazy conspiracy theorist, an ignorant

science-denier, a dangerous misinformation agent with a personal proYt motive, a domestic terrorist hell-bent on maximizing

the death toll, or all four." Now imagine the effect of such false information being given to someone that perhaps has never been

able to understand the concept of normal humanity; instead takes that information and is driven to do everything they can to

damage the "target" on behalf of their "masters", the senior civil servants at the heart of the leadership of the new Stasi.

Such individuals become obsessed. On my part I have had to withstand a neighbour who could not stop entering my garden

area, opening everything every day; which led to his starting to spray acid upon my growing garden; which then became a

regular action. In discovering what was going on, I added a side door to prevent such access, only to Ynd my home burgled and

then repeated spraying of acid and god only knows what else onto my growing vegetables and apple trees. This year I called

upon a commander of the regimental headquarters of a British army regiment in Winchester, which seems to have resulted in

the spraying being stopped. My garden has been left untouched, abandoned.
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The most important aspect of the creation of a State Secret Police Service employing what any normal citizen would have to

describe as criminals with deviant minds; is that, eventually, they climb the career tree to become the leadership. So now we

have a criminal deviant leadership in the Stasi; which leads to the same effect within the primary leadership of the British civil

service. Yes, I am convinced that the vast majority of the British civil service are honest very hard working people, that care

about their work for the people of their nation. The problem is entirely one of senior leadership. That is why I have written this

here today.

The British nation has to come to terms with what has already occurred. No nation can survive with such poor leadership.

Everyone has to recognise the need for a full and open debate that must lead to higher standards for the leaders of the UK civil

service. Dr Mercola has made the same debate with regard to the likes of the leadership of US health related institutions. We all

face a great challenge, to bring the criminality of these few high level individuals into a court of law for justice to be delivered on

behalf of the majority of the honest citizens within our respective nations.
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Yes, corruption has risen to the top and brought further corruption with them. In turn they have created a system for those

directly under them have to follow the well-worn tracks of corrupt dictates. Follow the lead dog's or get bit. Those who signed

up and do the day-to-day grunt work and most are likely just honest well-meaning people who hope to do good, are stuck with

little to no path to change course, push back. The corruption of I Am the Great I Am destroys any other considerations.
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Same here in the USA. It's been almost 2 years since Trump left oWce and they are still trying to bring him down! It's so obvious

now that the whole deal with bringing Trump down had nothing to do with any crimes he committed, and everything to do with

moving forward with the great reset. No one that's been caught lying has been held accountable. They never will be because

they are all in on it together. There's a couple of constitutionalist up there on the hill that you can trust, but both sides are in on

the great reset. The only reason they fear Trump so much is because he threatens their technocratic agenda. Nazi Pelosi won't

sleep at night until she brings charges against Trump that will make him ineligible to run for president again. Hopefully, Desantis

or someone else will step up to the plate and protect our constitutional rights. The problem is that no sane person would dare

try to pull off what Trump did.
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In the current saga, the lie becomes the truth, and the truth becomes the lie. Crazy! Further, evil lies using a grain of truth, to

confuse the issues at hand and distort the ultimate message. So truth becomes the cognitive distortion. Even more crazy

making. Clear sightedness, clear boundaries, knowing right from wrong, research and willingness to face the ugliness of the

truth are all required to sort this out. World freedom/world dictatorship are at stake, and it has never been more vital than ever

before to stay committed to truth, which is more powerful than the sword. We need to form communities with like minded

people and hold meetings to support each other, to offer truth, insight and solutions. Carry on!

The truth is a Yrm footed walk, even if dogs may bark along the way. Let them bark, and let others scoff, they will Ynd out one

day that we are right and that we are in fact protecting them. They will thank us as the denial melts and the reality dawns. And

my prediction is that this day is coming fairly soon, I see the inklings of it already as I talk with people who are just plain tired of

the whole saga. The pain and suffering will cause the pendulum to swing back to where it belongs, and the masses are

incredibly powerful! Why else is the media engaged to brainwash the masses? Because what we think really does matter,

contrary to popular belief. We as bloggers have the power of collective outreach. We can all together, as a worldwide great

number,make a difference! God bless.
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Understand that the "vaccine" is the "virus". The mRNA vaccines for the COVID farce are designed to permanently weaken the

human immune system so any sort of infection or preexisting condition can cause illness and death. Most recently Dr. Malone

has reviewed all of this, and Dr. Mercola has had numerous interviews the past 2 years or so with various experts, including

Judith Mikovits, and RFK Jr. Check the comments in this video.

 brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-mercola-amp-judy-mikovits-how-covid-19-vacci..
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Chris - Here in the US we refer to that permanent stazi force - the one that remains the same and actually runs the show even

though administrations come and go - as the deep state. And it's the same deep state that's running the UK and many other

countries. Many of the dictates are coming from off-shore, ngo entities like the WHO, the WEF, Bilderberg and so forth. All bow

to the deep state - both Bushes, Clinton, Obama, Trump and now Biden have all taken steps to move the New World Order

agenda further down the Yeld. secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-1

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-2

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-3

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/bilderberg-is-back-as-ugly-as-ever
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Chris, thanks for the detailed description of your Stasi. Here in the U.S. we have millions o government workers. Of those, ten

thousand are unelected called members of the ESS. Elective Service System. They make all the rules and policies. Our Supreme

Court recently acted. About time someone did. West Virginia vs EPA. Much more to come by the Supreme Court. Our Congress

is dead.
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Yes, your “Yes, Minister” type civil servants are your Deep State. Unelected oWcials who are permanent Yxtures whatever party

is in power, they are deYnitely a huge problem that won’t easily be removed. I’d hazard a guess that Australia, New Zealand and

Canada all have similar issues.
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When is it right to disobey, to not comply? Being compliant is being complaisant. Are you a traitor to yourself?

rumble.com/vrlubt-how-civil-disobedience-safeguards-freedom-and-preven..  (13 min clip) Want to see ongoing mass civil

disobedience? Check out the Dutch farmers and their actions throughout the country. Pete Smith may have some links.

Chris, time for a going away party for Boris Johnson and many others?

 theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/07/06/uk-prime-minister-boris-j..
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Read 1st John 5v19.Ps Wee hen. The "Yes Men Sychophants" have dirty tongues. I think this phrase came from a shippy cynical

programme on the British Shittish TV called "Yes Minister" The boot licker was reprimanded by the *** who said "What kind of a

sychophant are you" to which the boot licker answered, "What kind of sychophant would you like me to be sir"? (A brief synopsis

of politicians and their minions) Excuse my vulgarity please. I learnt it from the farm boys.
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No free press and censorship means Fake democracy. The CIA, WEF and Deep state rule our lives, they funded Covid research, killing

millions and provoked the Ukraine war. Result: Billions of military aid to Ukraine, instead of trying to negotiate peace, Incation went up

like crazy and high hospital bills because of Covid, businesses went bankrupt. Fake News involved in the cover-ups and brainwashing.

So democracy is gone. Look at this picture, it says it all: pbs.twimg.com/.../FW6bt0fXkAgDD25  * * * 40,000 U.S. Army National Guard,

which is 13% of the entire force, are likely to be forced out of service for refusing the Covid vaccination

freepressers.com/articles/40-000-national-guard-may-be-Yred-over-refu..  

Another U.S.taxpayer-funded bonanza for PYzer freepressers.com/articles/another-u-s-taxpayer-funded-bonanza-for-pYz..  Not only

corrupted News, also corrupted science exposed jermwarfare.com/.../mike-donio  * * * Youtube support California’s AB 2098,

otherwise known as “the medical censorship bill.” The bill takes aim at doctors who are seen as contradicting the state narrative on

medical topics and seeks to strip them of their license in case they are found “guilty.”

reclaimthenet.org/youtube-censors-supporter-of-californias-censorship-..
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dianna1189
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Thank you Pete for the courage of your truthful post. "No free press and censorship means Fake democracy." Amen! In Robert F.

Kennedy, Jr.'s book, American Values, he describes the history of the CIA since its creation. It isn't pretty and it helps to explain

how we got here. The CIA answers to no authority in this country, not even to the President of the United States. Their budgets

do not have to be approved by Congress. The CIA panders to the interests of Corporate America as explained in American

Values. They are a government unto themselves not serving the average American.

It continues on to this day on steroids. How can you have a democracy with no checks & balances or accountability? We don't.

Of course, none of this would ever be reported in MSM. Oh I how I long for the the days when lawyers couldn't advertise on

television and healthcare was not a for proYt business. Okay, I have to go now and get my binoculars to scan skies for the black

helicopters. Despite this madness, enjoy this beautiful day. May love and peace Yll your hearts and minds.
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"It is the Yrst responsibility of every citizen to question authority." ~ Benjamin Franklin "The press is impotent when it abandons

itself to falsehood." ~ Thomas Jefferson “The people must remain ever vigilant against tyrants masquerading as public

servants.” ~ George Washington
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Pete, Yes its peace that should have been negotiated in Ukraine, to save the lives of the Ukrainian people, but the Western war

mongers want it to continue until its suits their agenda. Putin is no angel but the UN and NATO and the west have been working

on war with Russia for a long time. We all know the farse of covid - lockdowns - masks etc. Nothing is stopping them. The UK

has put out a two billion new tender for PCR tests. Obviously will be following Canada with jabs every 9 months or so. We all

know this is going on, we have spoken about all this for the last two plus years. Nothing has changed they are still following

through their plans and it seems nothing can stop it. I don't know anyone other than my immediate family that sees the

complete disaster this is bringing.
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bfr, excellent quotes! Some of our Founding Fathers had the best little slices of writing ever. I like to commit them to memory. I

like one by Abraham Lincoln re: the civil war: "I claim not have controlled events, but confess plainly that events have controlled

me."
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, thanks for this great expose' of "Fake democracy". The combination of the Deep State and thousands of behind the curtain

unelected managers of government agencies is nothing more than a one act play titled Tyranny. If you have time could you talk

about the current civil disobedience by Dutch farmers? The world needs to see and understand and follow massive civil

disobedience. Our Truckers are getting restless again.
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Pete.Smith
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Thanks all for comments. But because you are my hero Otis, I make some time to explain you about the Dutch farmers, they

protest and blocked some roads, that is all. Farm animals like cows and pigs produce nitrogen, some civil oWcials claim that is

bad for nature, but this is open to debate. In my eyes this is complete nonsense. But anyhow the government wants to reduce

stock by closing farms for this reason. But a hidden reason could be, they need their farmland to build houses on. There are

other causes of nitrogen production, caused by industry, aviation, ships, but those are left alone, only the farmers are an easy

target.

So the government comes up with foolish plans to buy the farmers out. But most farms in the Netherlands are passed down

from father to son, for many generations. So farmers have emotional attachment to their farms. Some farmers were so

desperate by those plans, that they ended their lives. I know of at least three peasants who hanged themselves in past weeks.

Most people in Holland support the farmers, but the government still wants to push on with their plans, but Yrst there will be

more discussions in our parliament, and more negotiations.
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Pete, thanks for getting back to me. I did see one news clip where the farmers found out a couple of undercover police were

among them. They chased them to there vans and the police were able to retreat. Pete here is a FYI. Lewis Brackpool from UK

and with Rebel News arrived in Amsterdam today. He will be reporting on the farmers protest. Rebelnews.com and

FarmersRebellion.com
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Who sees through it? And why do those people see through it? Maybe some folks are just hardened against lies? idk. I know I don't

watch the news, but I wasn't oblivious to what was happening, my gut spoke volumes. Even with an infectious disease nurse warning

my woman's group, I still couldn't buy in.  I know it was very very frustrating for those around me who bought the narrative hook line

and sinker.  But here we are - and here I am - watching everyone vaccinated get it over and over again.  Idk. I guess at some point you

just give up.
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Lovestrong, it should be an interesting fall and winter with the booster jabs combined with cu shots. I have expect there to be a

combined mRNA covid/cu shot and they will line up in droves with sleeves rolled up. It's interesting that many who have been

jabbed are getting covid this summer, unjabbed in my circle not so. ADE????  If ADE is a factor in the jabbed getting covid now,

what will the fall boosters do? Another round of passport/jab hysteria? I agree with Mirandola. Live our best lives and "seek out

your tribe". Peace to you.
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Tracy, in your neck of the woods? Did you hear the explosion?

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/georgia-guidestones-monument-bombed-4..
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Today was Senior Day- 10% discount at the grocery stores. The amount of people muzzled has gone way up. I wonder what

propaganda they've been affected by as I never am exposed to any "news" sources. I stood in the checkout line and just

watched the theatrics of people wallowing by, restricting their oxygen, breathing in carbon dioxide and graphene. Real sad.
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HOLY MOLY Otis!  No, it's a good two hours from me. But dang! That's extremely interesting! I have been feeling earthquakes -

which being a Cali girl, I'm very in tune with them, so there's no question about what I'm feeling! But now I need to look at the

timing - I wonder!!!
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dianna - I keep wondering about ADE also. I'm on high alert to complaints and changes in people.  My sweet friend with the

aneurisms won't see me on vacation because I'm not vaxed. I said - um - you know vaxed people get it too, right?  I get it, I can't

challenge someone already suffering as much as she is... she's had the 2 shots and 2 boosters. It's so sad. My last chance

(most likely) to hang with her, and I can't because I'm not 'vaxed' --- ugh. BRIANALLEN1 - I've seen it too - what are they seeing

on the news? Monkeypox? Blarneystonefever? What in the world? It makes me so sad - on so many levels - I just don't get it!
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Hope the stone with the Yrst one was destroyed.
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Propaganda and censorship have a deleterious effect on society's mental health. It divides the more astute from the much larger

numbers of the brainwashed. It's often very diWcult to contradict the oWcial narrative. A good example is the people who want fair and

honest elections are referred to as "election deniers," and "insurrectionists." Election audits are avoided with every imaginable excuse.

Yet when it comes to a Supreme Court decision on abortion which is not actually a win for the political right or a loss for the left. It is

perfectly OK the left to demonize the Court for being composed of radicals while the right claims it is a great victory for Trump,

because he "delivered as promised."

The reality is that it is not a true win or loss for either side. Even more alarming are unending claims that Russia "invaded" Crimea,

when it fact it held a plebiscite with the great majority of the population voting to rejoin Russia. It's perfectly OK for the US to engage in

"shock and awe" bombing in one distant country after the next, but completely wrong for Russia to engage in a peace keeping mission

to remove foreign forces just outside its own borders.
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The Supreme Court's decision in Roe Vs Wade was not a left/right issue. The court was correcting a 50 year old incorrect

decision handed down by the Supreme Court of 1973. There is nothing in our Constitution that talks to abortion. The earlier

Supreme Court had to bend and twist the 9th amendment and then the 13th amendment with the "right of privacy" to legalize

abortion. This is an individual issue and that decision was challenged many times until Ynally getting properly overturned in

2022. "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the

States respectively, or to the people".

This is the Tenth amendment. ~~~~~~~~ Your right, Russia did not invade Crimea. This is more western propaganda to

demonize Russia. Ukraine did not abide by the 2014 Minsk agreement to give autonomy to the Donbas region of eastern

Ukraine but continued, since 2014, shelling the Russian civilian population, killing somewhere between ten and 14 thousand.

Plus Ukraine was set to join NATO and install nukes on the Russian border.
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....."If anything, it worked against them because many have suspected government uses media and Big Tech to censor and control

narratives, and the past two years have provided undeniable evidence of that reality. "....... Sadly, this is life, or at least it has been this

way since the 1940's. That's why they teach school-aged children that there's no such thing as a conspiracy. They start brainwashing

that into your head as soon as you're old enough to understand the meaning of it. As this article points out, if they tell you something

doesn't exist it means it really does exist. Even a child Ygures out there's no such thing as Santa Claus.

But, the CIA and FBI have been carefully crafting these lies to push the reset narratives for decades. A good conspiracy takes time.

The problem we have now is the Biden Administration is both too impatient and too stupid to realize that the American public have

caught on to them. The straight out lies they have told everyone since day one of getting control of the Senate, House, and Presidency

are just too obvious for even the most gullible people out there. The best (dumbest) lie of them all was the one for the $2 Trillion dollar

stimulus package that they claimed "It will cost you nothing.....IT'S ALL PAID FOR!" Anyone with half a brain knew that was a lie.

Now you have life long Democrats like Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk calling out the lies. I don't think they are doing that because they

suddenly have a conscience or suddenly had a "lightbulb moment". They don't want to be associated with this level of STUPIDITY that

calls themselves Democrats (today) that's running this government right now. If there's a revolution you want to be looked upon as

"neutral" or "right leaning" and not a Socialist/Marxist dictator. If you are Bill Gates or George Soros it's too late for you to change the

public's opinion about you. You dug your grave already.
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I wouldn't leave any American political party out of the CIA loop. You can dislike Biden for his horrendous role in Covid lies, but you can

blame Republicans likewise for their roles over the years in selYsh wars, the Patriot Act and more. We all know there are too many evil

people in the world.
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So, we all need to expose 'The Trusted News Initiative' , The Centre/Center (whatever) for Countering Digital Hate', CDC, FDA et al as

being the REAL purveyors of dis/mis-information. How? By bombarding our political representatives (even though we know that some

of them have taken those 13 pieces of silver), our local and national media, use social media platforms (for those who frequent these -

not moi - very often) and - how about a good, old-fashioned demonstration with placards in front of our local/state/federal oWces - or

whatever is appropriate in our respective countries to raise awareness of the universal threat that we face.

Join organisations like CItizens for Free Speech (CFFS), The White Rose movement, CHD, StopWorldControl et al and learn how to talk

to people about the threat that is right in front of their bloody noses - even when these sheep are being so dense. Guess who they'll be

turning to when the SHTF..?? I never thought that at my age (70), I'd be willing to become so militant. However, being somewhat of a

wuss, I'd really like to have some back-up, because I'm not in my own country (UK) and do Ynd living in the States (Northern California)

rather challenging in many respects..

Especially because I was born abroad (Ghana) am mixed race (Estonian/St Lucian) and have travelled reasonably widely. Moving here

was more of a culture shock than ever living in a third-world country - including Belize - which is where I'd emigrated after leaving the

UK in 2003. Most of the people I've met in the 15 years I've lived here are simply not interested in anything that isn't locally-related.

Ironic then, that Solano County prides itself on its 'diversity'. Yeah right.. !!
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The operation of our intelligence agencies are likely in violation of domestic interference that in the past has been under the FBI not

the CIA. Where are the checks and balances? A lot of what is happening can be traced back to the Secrets Act that allows

classiYcation into three different censorships. The act allows all kinds of criminal activity to be blanket covered up. Wikileaks

attempted to change that. We all know how that ended up. The Secrets Act was supposed to cover technical engineering advances so

our enemies could not use them. It was supposed to keep nuclear tech out of other nations. It is now used to cover all kinds of

criminal activity on the part of our intelligence agencies and the Congress.
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The CIA and the Pentagon also incuence Hollywood movies:

freepress.org/article/pentagon-and-cia-have-shaped-thousands-hollywood..
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greenwald.substack.com/.../cnns-new-reporter-natasha-bertrand  "The most important axiom for understanding how the U.S.

corporate media functions is that there is never accountability for those who serve as propagandists for the U.S. security state. The

opposite is true: the more aggressively and recklessly you spread CIA narratives or pro-war manipulation, the more rewarded you will

be in that world."
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I have observed since the end of WWII the public had solely concentrated on "building their lives back better" after the biggest atrocity

in history. This was the perfect distraction for these national and worldwide alphabet agencies to form, organize and acquire

unchecked powers. People were so relieved the war was over, most assumed these organizations were benevolent, working for their

protection and world peace. They could not have been more deceived. That is how they gained all their power while virtually being

unopposed. When there wasn't a physical war being waged, there still had to be a boogeyman to scare and control the people. Hence,

the Cold War. Participating in drills to hide under my school desk exposes the parallel of wearing muzzles and PHYSICAL distancing.

Always gotta have a boogeyman. Next one is coming soon.
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No doubt Brian...no doubt it's coming. Why wouldn't it with all the same players in all the same positions. Round and round and

round we go.
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Brian I remember the Cold War scares at school. We would go into the hallway and put our heads between our knees and kiss

our a$$ goodbye, like that would save us from a bomb lol
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The better lives for our kids is gone. Saddled with overpriced; under educated college debt, not trained for the technical jobs,

unable to buy a house or start a family [if they even can because of the spike proteins in their gonads causing infertility] AND

likely to die sooner than previous generations. No wonder they are angry and freaking out and turning to drugs for depression.
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Hello all, off topic, what pushes world games/psy ops. A computer AI called ALADIN...! Check out this

video....www.youtube.com/watch   Humans have been eliminated from all trades on the stock market.!!! What is the end game?? Not a

good look. Push back...as hard as you can from here in.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Thanks Leahoz, good video, and a big warning and amazing, because that computer AI, called Aladin, belongs to Black Rock

and it is taking over the whole world very fast, and has taken control over US Finance already, laying it into the hands of WEF. * *

* Another topic that amaze me: The Supreme Court has ended constitutional protections for abortion that had been in place

nearly 50 years. But abortion by PYzer Covid vaccination is completely legal, ever PYzer lied about the risk for the fetus. What a

sick corrupt system rules the USA!.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM
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Shop local and use cash. Its something we all can do.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Leahoz, thanks for the link to ALADIN's history. One of the comments by "Wiggles" shines a different light on this all

encompassing AI. "I've worked with AI for a number of years, though what I do is control systems and not robo investors. I think

allot of people are putting too much faith in their power. Ultimately AI is just a complex algorithm, and algorithms can be

gamed. For example some kind of garbage asset could be designed in such a way to optimize what ever buy signals it relies on

forcing the algorithm to buy the asset. Billions lost in 401k accounts all over the world because of a stupid mistake made by the

algorithm is just as scary to me."

Pete, our Constitution never protected or made abortions legal. The 2022 Supreme Court reversal of the 1973 Roe Vs Wade

decision that legalized abortions was long overdue. The Tenth amendment to the Constitution gets it right. It is a States rights

and individual issue and not one for 9 in black robes to make. What PYzer is doing in regards to the fetus is murder. This needs

to be challenged in a court of law as are all the millions of murders being committed by Pharma world wide.
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Pete.Smith
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Otis, that AI is in a bot, but if you see that video, you can see Black Rock is so big, they can manipulate the stock market very

easily as was done in the past many times. I think that is the only way to explain why they grew so fast. To give you example,

George Soros (WEF member) broke the English pound by selling short, making billions in the process, just so by manipulation.

He did this many times, like with the Thai Bath, and Malaysian money. Thai and Malaysian economy collapsed in the process,

and many went bankrupt and my friends in Thailand know about people that killed themselves because they lost all their money.

Just because of Soros, and he is also involved in Black Rock. With their trillions they can sell stock short, so shares become

very cheap for them to buy. This trick was done already in 1815 just after the battle of Waterloo with Napoleon that made the

Rothschilds Ylthy rich who are now also in Blackrock.
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Pete, right on. Thanks. There are still variables that can come forward and add chaos. How about a global power outage for a

week or so. One can hope. Cause without hope one has hopelessness. I did watch the video and it is amazing what one can do

with computers. I remember reading about the Napoleon Waterloo. I think Rothchild London got word of the outcome of the

battle a day before anyone else and manipulated the stock on the London exchange.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Pete Smith and the real jones, thank you for your response. Aladin controls a lot more...we may be in trouble if we follow the

path of DIGITAL... lets get out of it.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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We need to be suspicious of everybody until they prove otherwise, even then watch out for clues our trust is misplaced. Many who do

great work for our side are suckers at heart. Malone and Kirsch got double-jabbed! How could they have been so stupid? Yet they

were. Something basic is missing there. Dr. Mercola would never in a million years have been so foolish. Nor would I or many of the

commenters here. I appreciate Kirsch and Malone. But never forget there is something wrong with their ability to discern. Not to single

them out, they are so well-known they make good examples of what I'm saying.
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Kirsch was injected?
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“hiding truths that might overthrow the ruling cabal and its plans for a one world government” is what this decades long war is about:

an entrenched corporate and banking elite controlling governments’ in connivance with lame-stream media who stop at nothing to

maintain their grip on power. Collusion, cover ups and criminality, the compliance of a sheep like population are the hallmarks of a

civilisation in decline. Democracy is dead if in fact it ever existed. Land of the free and home of the brave? While man is born free,

everywhere he is in chains, as the cliche goes - different kinds of chains from East to West, now one-size-Yts-all. As for truth - repeat a

lie often enough and it becomes “truth” as Dr Goebbels discovered through mass formation.

Allowing dissident views is handing victory to the enemy; it’s more effective to demonise individuals. “Freedom in capitalist countries

exists only for those who possess money and consequently hold power.” said Nikita Krushchev but the alternative of the state

replacing capitalism is not democracy either. Without accountability, there is none. The CIA, the Foreign OWce, etc further the interests

of propaganda and population control through false narratives. Old enough to remember traitors’ Antony Blunt, Kim Philby, Burgess

and Maclean.

They were “fellow travellers”, i.e. communist sympathisers or “useful idiots” according to their paymasters. But who exactly were they

betraying? Not the British Establishment surely, as they continue today as they have always done in their own protected, parallel

universe; no need to invade the U.S. as it is being destroyed from within. “I consume, therefore I am” (Descartes’ “I think, therefore I

am”) is appropriate to our times: endless consumerism keeps the workers employed but also feeds a corporate and state behemoth

with roots in fascism and no accountability to those who fund it. Only when aWliations are openly declared can democracy survive.
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Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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Ever notice over the past years how MSM parrots the same story? It's like someone scripted the story then sent it out to everyone.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Become a CIA Thinker!______The Critical Thinker asks questions and studies issues from multiple sources. Opposes censorship and

supports open dialog. Demands transparency, full disclosure, balance, context, and accountability. Follows the money.______The

Intelligent Thinker understands subtleties, nuances, duality, and “shades of gray.”_______The Aware Thinker understands conformation

bias and how conformity is created (Solomon Asch and Edward Bernays). Has a mental framework for “The Powers that Be” and their

narratives, gas lighting, gatekeepers, algorithms, and fake binaries. Doesn’t get played or bamboozled. Trusts and align themselves

with the inYnite power of the universe.______A goal of the CIA Thinker is agency for the individual (agency is the capacity of individuals

to have the power and resources to fulYll their potential)._______“We do not see things as they are, we see them as we are.“ Anais Nin
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So easy too to use your GOD given brain. We all are blessed with it yet so many choose not to use it
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Smiller23
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bfr- thank you for sharing this! sadly my experience is that not everyone has raw the IQ, intelligence, rational ability, fortitude,

desire - need I go on? - to think for themselves. Even when things go bad (and worse!) they choose to remain clueless. I know

more people who are content to abdicate their lives, livelihoods and entire thought processes to a

controlled-nefarious-society-at-large-mentality rather than to think and act for themselves. A dear friend just got #4, and I am in

mourning. I continue to pray for awakening and I am so thankful for this awake online community.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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My father used to say that common sense was becoming more uncommon. He died in 1974. I'm grateful he never observed

anything after that as it would have killed him in itself. He would call the liberals of that day "the intellectuals" as they portrayed

themselves as enlightened and superior. How times have chsnged.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM
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CIA Thinker - clever! Sadly, many of my friends and family members are so far from this that talking to them is a challenge these

days. One relative needed a COVID test for travel, and was worried because she had some minor symptoms - sni�e, headache.

Tests positive. Another relative comforting her: “You should be ok, with all your shots n boosters. Just need to rest.” I just can’t

even say anything. What can you even say to this? It doesn’t even occur to them to question anything at all. Ever.
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Good article!!!
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LOVED seeing Berenson back into Twitter guns blazing on the reality of injections! :) Only dude who sued Twatter and is back on!
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The term 'conspiracy theorist' is used to slander. It does shut down a conversation quickly, and is designed to disempower anyone

questioning a narrative. A sword can be used offensively or defensively. My defensive moves currently include: non reaction to insults,

a well timed silence in a conversation, a simple response to someone trying to induce fear by saying 'sounds like hysteria to me,' 'group

think is non think,' 'oh, that's propaganda,' and I immediately move on, and do not allow the other person to try and put me in the one

down position from there, because nothing constructive comes from a place of disempowerment. We have to set boundaries to

protect ourselves against those around us who seek to pull us into this vortex of control, lies and hypnosis.
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Jen47
Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM
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SO; ARE WE TO INFER THAT THIS COULD GO BACK AS FAR AS '''''ROSWELL""" ?????  ANYONE???
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I remember reading years ago about the decision after Roswell to label people as crazy who saw UFOs because there were

1000s of reported sightings at the time.
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM
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Was the Washington Post purchased by the CIA using Jeff Bezos (Amazon) as a straw buyer? The CIA gave Bezos $600,000,000 and

he used $250,000,000 to purchase the Washington Post. Now most of the lies and leaks from “unnamed sources” come from the

Washington Post. The CIA Operation Mockingbird was designed to incuence the news. What is the name of the operation when they

decide to OWN the news? Does the CIA own (through a straw buyer) the Washington (CIA) Post? Have an investigation. Connect the

dots. You will Ynd an out of control CIA, the one President Kennedy wanted to smash into 1,000 pieces.
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Only the government would pay 100 times more than something is worth. And we thought paying $625 for hammers was

excessive.
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM
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There is a proverb in my country of origin: The dog dies because of a long journey and the stupid dies because of the care for others :))

From this it follows that idiocy has reached its climax, as evidenced by the deeds of those who "care" about us and those who want the

good for us by force :))) "They care" because they know they have no escape and invent all kinds of crises to save time. They are

already dead, literally, exoteric and esoteric. They want that the attention of others to be directed only to them, because otherwise they

do not exist, they become nothing. They are afraid of being pure nothingness, nobody, zero. Hence the rush for power, the rush to be ...

SOMETHING IMPORTANT. Self-importance is the real disease of man, the pandemic. True enemy is not the devil, but the angel in you,

the one who is afraid to be man
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Sounds like that origin was in Hell. Don't fall for the dialectic where both choices are evil. Seek the truth and the entangling web,

intoxicating cattery, & vaporous lies of that old father of lies playing to man's pride so like his own self-corruption are exposed &

their power broken.
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The bitter pill is we don’t honestly have democratic rights. We haven’t had honest elections in decades, well before 2020. Three letter

agencies behave like gangsters or cartels. The label of conspiracy theorist has been very effective for a long time at making a

mockery of any attempt to question the truth of the presented narrative.
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Please do not use the term "Democratic rights". That is the biggest oxymoron I have ever heard and there is no such thing.

Rights cannot be granted by man to man. Government can only grant privileges and they have no right to ever do that. It is only

through man's ignorance, fear, foolishness and stupidity that gives government the power to dole out privileges. There should

never be privileges existing from man to man, that only permits control over others. Our only rights come from God our Creator

because we are living Souls not artiYcial persons in a corporate Yctional system.
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Trump once said to his supporters and followers before he left: "They're after you. I'm just in the way."
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Unfortunately most people are suckers, so the propaganda works beautifully. Very nice article on Brownstone.org today about this very

topic - all those who fell for it truly are nothing better than suckers. No excuses for the fools, it was obvious to me and many others not

from the very beginning, after all it could have been a legitimate deadly pandemic.  But by March 2020 it was apparent what was going

on and how it would be used.
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The discussion within the video with Katie Harper et al reminded me of something I came across during the collusion delusion

campaign which is that the CIA has a program labeled UMBRAGE, which can mask cyberattacks so that they appear to be launched by

other known hacker groups!! But apart from that little jewel, here is Yuri Bezmenov, high ranking 1970's KGB defector, in one of many

interviews. Eye opener!! This man was debriefed by the CIA and other US intel and was employed by these agencies to do what? Teach

disinformation? www.bing.com/videos/search?q=yuri+bezmenov+interview&docid=6080038..
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I'm so glad to see Dr. Mercola covering this topic. More need to do so.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/how-social-programming-was-used-to  secularheretic.substack.com/.../mass-formation-psychosis

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-10
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Astonishing to think in 2022 after so many years and decades of fake news people STILL cannot know they are being mis-led.
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Remember P.T. Barnum's famous words. There is a sucker born every minute. This is nothing new. Sometimes I wonder if

cuoridation and some other harmful things about modern life have made it worse though.
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Look online for the Venn diagram of 'who owns the media'. 95% of all newspapers, television stations, magazines and radio stations

track back to ownership and control by a handful of banking families who unfortunately by all indications appear to be literally Satanic.
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Piracy may have been a way of life in the reign of Elizabeth l, but it has become a major industry in the reign of Elizabeth ll headed by

big Ynance, the Insolvency Service and the courts. Neither the Insolvency Service nor the IPs/trustees carry out their business with

regard to the law and which gives speciYc instruction concerning INVESTIGATION and the composition of REPORTS, which,

incidentally they are failing to make and send to the Court, the creditors, the bankrupt party and the Secretary of State for Business,

Enterprise Inovatiion and Skills.

The excuses include "the Yle has been destroyed", or "it is with another oWce/department". The fact is that these people are lazy, and

ignorant of the law, preying upon the misfortunes of others often caused, no, most likely caused by the Ynancial institutions. Relying

upon that all saying expression "at the discretion of........" and, "as the trustee/IP thinks Yt". The wording of the law needs to be

changed to eliminate such loop holes. PT-J First Foot Forward on Insolvency by Prem Sikka.
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Interesting. Back in the day the Silicon Tech Gurus liked to call themselves Pirates.
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Shoot. Elizabeth had nothing on the Muslim pirates that preceded her (and who proved so handy to Rome for 'disappearing' the

inconvenient), nor the Nabateans who gave the equally wicked Ptolemies & Rome both a run for their money. Then you have

those of the East, those dragons uniting with the one in the Vatican, Mr. Black of the dialectic dance....and those of Africa with

their intertribal piracy & slaving only too willing to partner with either or both Muslim craft, Romish, or the Daughters'. All of

Rome's cronies & Daughters just absorb & learn from the tactics of the wicked preceding, evil men & seducers waxing worse &

worse, the deceiving & being deceived. The pot always loves to call the kettle black, and the ambitious & powerful whose lust

overcomes their sense & dedication to the truth are nothing but a bunch of warring tar babies all blacked with the same sins.

Jesus called them all right in Matthew 23, and the Gentile strange slips graffed in didn't escape warning or exposure either:

Romans 11 and 2 Peter 2-3, Jude. The only things they hate more than those who acknowledge their sins & turn to war against

them, mortifying their own cesh, separating from the world in biblical nonconformity & killing no one to force conformity, is the

inspired & preserved word of God that exposes the bloody antichri$t fake$, and the Word who gave & keeps & quickens it to

humble, willing, believing hearts.
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Remember Dragnet, the original? Just the facts ma'am, we're police. Today it's anything but the facts ma'am, we're the Technocracy.

Why does it matter? From today's Doc's things you need to know.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2022/07/05/health-oWcials..  - Same attacks on a different slice of the bigger picture.

Who would have ever believed Grandma with her garden would have made her a dangerous threat? They blather on about how

dangerous gardens are with all the exposure to germophobic icky poo poo dirty dirt because it is their dictate there are no possible

other ways to produce food outside of their direct control.

How you should just concentrate on what they consider is healthy big tech solution 'food' sources. Once again if you have found

vitamin C keeps you out of Dr's oWce, hospital is a crime. The people who brought us the Jab/s should be in charge so if & when you

may take anything it is of their direction because unless under the watchful dictator guidance of Global Monopoly Big Pharma how

could we possibly know what is or isn't a medicine. There are no gov't institutions as the watchdogs have become sheepdogs for all

the different Global Monopolies. Keep in mind, what is important with these clips while they are showing those considered 'Far Left,"

(translation - not controlled or part of the Clinton side of the WEF Red/Blue Duopoly,) some of those same people are attacked in other

platforms as being radical Right Wingers for bringing up Jab/s concerns.

What passes for news these days or sources of information can target individual & separate slices of the population. Until the Lock

Out the Competition hit, they could do so with few the wiser. Because we have necessary differences, living in a Modern Tower of

Babble separated, speaking the jargon of our coor, until we learn to focus On Issues instead of personal attacks & smears, we will

remain lost.
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Why the vitamin reference above. (From the Organic Consumers Association, an upcoming conference the public can

participate in.) Senator *** Durbin (D-IL) and his allies are working to increase restrictions on the supplements you care about.

They are trying to sneak it into the reauthorization of the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA), which must pass by the

beginning of October. This maneuver is used when proponents of a policy don’t think it can pass on its own merits. Join us for

this live event at 1:00 p.m. CST to hear directly from ANH Executive and Legal Director Gretchen DuBeau and me, Organic

Consumers Association's Political Director Alexis Baden-Mayer, about this bad legislation and how you can help stop it.

Click here to watch the live broadcast on RokYn. You can also watch this on Facebook, or on YouTube. Thanks! Alexis

Baden-Mayer, Political Director Organic Consumers Association That is Senator Richard Durbin but in backing this bill he

probably is a ****. Late add on, what is your take on the Predator$ land rush?

www.yahoo.com/Ynance/news/bill-gates-just-won-legal-171500255.html  Watch carefully, coming to a farm near you, us.

Unfortunately, no one on the panel apparently has a clue the solution is beneath our feet, what Biodynamic, Permaculture is.

www.youtube.com/watch
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When is Dr. Mercola going to enter politics? He would be a force for good.
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Haven't you noticed? He has.
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has to want it or be a calling
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He can do more good here. Regardless, he would never be permitted into the Club. The only do gooders in politics are doing

nothing more than an act on the stage. Witness the Academy Award winning Rand Paul vs. Falsie.
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IDK..........but seems to me to "Get ujnt Federal Politix" one should be lowlife , a swindler, and/or a Pervert of

Peadophile.........same as being a Pope or a Bishop .....so I don't think Dr. Mercola will be into the Political Entertainment Arena

.....
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This article refers to Biden Administration's "Ministry of Truth" in the past tense, but it is active and ongoing. Kamala Harris is currently

running it. We have the VPOTUS actively attacking free speech. Well, at least, that is her job.
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Isn't here job getting down and dirty knees?
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FIRE the Whole US Senate ,house of reps and impeach biden...than execute the entire lot for TREASON
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I have observed that since WW2 ended, the public had been building back better their lives and evil has been building much worse.

CIA, UN, NATO, the list is endless. People were completely distracted while concentrating on their recovery from the worst atrocity in

history and didn't realize the nefarious agendas. Most were deceived into thinking these new organizations were for the good of

America and mankind. When there was not an actual war, they held a Cold War. Always have to have a boogeyman to instill fear in the

people and "protect" them from the manufactured fears.
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At times I wonder if, in paying taxes that support all manner of immoral and horriYc acts, will I be held spiritually accountable one day?
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well are you paying them willingly or being coerced too by nepharious people behind the curtains?
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liharlu
Joined On 9/22/2010 1:50:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.truthforhealth.org/vaccine-injury-report
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just found out that my cousin had a double mastectomy. She got both jabs a few months ago. She let her husband talk her into it. I

feel so bad for her.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Letting someone talk you into this is like letting someone talk you into getting tattoos all over your face. It's not something you

can undo. Worse really since it's your health at stake, not just your looks. Better be sure it's what YOU want, not what THEY

want.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steelj I can’t believe she did it. She doesn’t think that the jab caused it. It’s hard for me to talk to her about it. People are so

brainwashed that they just can’t believe the jab made them sick. I feel like giving up talking to them about it. You’re right, it can’t

be undone
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah - Sorry you are going through this. I've always thought of myself as a nice person but I'm beginning to wonder since I

have a dead spot for people like your cousin and feel no compassion for them at all. I've been around too many people with

power who thought and acted like they knew more than I did but actually had no clue and I grew to loathe such people. Stupid

people who don't think they know it all are Yne. Very sad for you though and I hope it gets better.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything is going as planned! The MSM recently announced that there are going to be "booster shots" every 9 months! The only thing

that those shots will "booster", is your chance of being sick - or dead! -- "Cadesky has also seen children younger than Yve with COVID

and he has heard of some families choosing to travel to the U.S. to have preschoolers vaccinated because children between six

months and Yve years can get shots in the U.S., but not yet in Canada. LIES and DECEPTION! For those who are still able to think for

themselves, I highly recommend reading the following in its entirety - and keep the puke bucket handy. What happens in Canada,

happens everywhere else. -- theprovince.com/news/local-news/some-british-columbians-head-south-of-..  -- "Protection" is now

probably one of the most misused and abused words in the English language! The ONLY ones being protected, are the ones who are

smart enough to stay as far away from the nanobot shots as possible!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At this point Randy if people are still choosing to line up for this it's all on them. Can't Yx stupid
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie; I think we need a new deYnition of INSANITY! How about: "If you bang your head against the wall Yve times, to get rid of

your headache, and it doesn't work...bang it Yve more times"!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, I am looking for some sage thoughts. I have a wedding invitation for late August. More than 100 attending and all

jabbed. Who knows how many times. I plan on not attending the wedding as I don't want to mingle with such a crowd of

potential disease carrying homo sapiens. I have a casual acquaintance with most and a former relationship with the mother of

the bride. I want to be polite and diplomatic in my response to my reason for not attending. I could say I don't want to mix and

mingle with a bunch of insane head pounding blue pilled idiots caught up in a losing mass formation. But a suggestion from you

or anyone reading this. Otis
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy its - INSANITY- I've tried convincing these controlled people to no avail. I feel like shaking them by the shoulders till their

brains rattle. Telling them by their compliance they are causing us all to lose out freedom. They believe all they are told, the

tests the jabs, its all to protect them. Brodie you are right - "can't Yx stupid"
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Randy. You said it all in your new deYnition of insanity. I'd just add that if that doesn't work with the second try, bang it

another Yve times.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, tell her you are too well and healthy to attend. Or maybe proudly admit you are not jabbed and you don't want to make

anyone uncomfortable. That is accurate as people will feel that way so you are kindly supporting their comfort and joy.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis; if it were me; I would offer my apologies that I won't be able to make it, due to circumstances beyond my control. That in

fact; would not be a lie. If need be, simply say that something came up, which you can't really talk about. I doubt if they will

press further.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for any replies that I've missed. It's getting diWcult to keep up! If you get the chance...This is URGENT: --

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/who-virtual-press-conference-covid-19-..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I just don't even get what in the world sci Y movie we're coexisting in right now! Holy moly! Thanks for the link!!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Randy, & thanks Brian.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They took down the whole Republican Party , Doctors , Nurses , Police , Govonors , other Countries ....Whole TV and Radio Prodrams

.......even Religions , Beliefs , .....I don't think much isgoing to change things .....only a new movement of resistance ....not believing

anything ..... I believe the witch trials worked as we are put to silent death ......
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read J.A. Wylie & you'll learn that Project Mockingbird was just a continuation of the same old, same old on the part of those highest

up and deepest in to the layered & coverted MYSTERY system. It will be with us for awhile: at least until the events of Revelation

18&19 KJB/AV. The 'news' of the 1948 version was that that old fornicating union whore system had made suWcient inroads &

'progress' in the U.S. as to drag her back toward the old Romish Babylonian European system she escaped for a time by the grace of

God & the incuence of the King James Bible, the Authorized English;& for the purpose of God in taking out the word of God, the Gospel

of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures to the remaining world.

The advanced liberty of the UK went Yrst as she abandoned that task,& as Wylie& Dean John Burgon pointed out& demonstrated w/

the reversal back towards Rome& MYSTERY w/ the RSV. The 'big deal' w/ the same $ort$ (backed by the same $pirit) selling out&

deceiving Americans followed here w/ the ASB in 1901.

From there it was a downhill slide from American liberty, falling back....1913, 1933, 1948, 1966, 1969...lots more: like 2020. Growing

ever worse as more& more gave over to ignorance,sin,& Baal Mammon: winking at sin, without the will to Yght& resist the subtle

temptations of corporatism/Babylonianism. But God's not mocked,& his foreknowledge is perfect: the builders who've rejected the

chief cornerstone, the deceiving& being deceived,the evil men& seducers waxing worse& worse...are grossly deceived, blind, naked,

poor& dead thinking themselves to be 'wise', enlightened, sumptuously appareled, rich,& living.

There's only one antidote, the whole of the quickening word of God, the Schoolmaster Law & Grace both & in proper measure, received

by a humble heart not turning from convicting truth to their own eternal loss. Those who fall upon that stone are broken to repentance,

those on whom it falls shall be crushed to powder.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once they Ynd something that can or has the potential for mass INFLUENCE the left will be attracted to it like cies to feces and why

they infest government, Hollowood, or the MSM, etc.. as their MO.  That's the real virus, the cancer, the tumor on the West.
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are talking about neolibs and neocons... Not the real left represented by Mate, Halper, Blumenthal, and Dore. Partisanship

only plays into the hands of the controllers and their divide and conquer strategy.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, I'm talking about the left, the commies, the Demoncraps, RINO's, etc.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HUmm./I am wondering what I was Banned from this Mercola Comment room the last 24 hours????
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummmmm>>>I have been a paying VIP customer for this Mercola.com for over 20 years....and now i am

un-banned.....Hummmmm.... So lets see....being a VIP Costumer for 20 years means I have spent roughly $1000 a year for 20

years....Hummm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~ Oh Well.....Maybe it was an in error............
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG!!!!!!!!!!!!! Maybe it was Paul Mason or the “Ministry of Truth” — the Disinformation Governance Board, set up by the U.S.

Department of Homeland Security (DHS).....Holy Sh!TTTT maybe the CIA and DARPA FBI and even G_D is going to POUNCE

DOWN on me like a LION on a mouse......Paranoia is setting in !!!!!!!!!!!! OMG......Ill have to consult the CrystalBall I have

discovered Deep in MyCave on MyMountain...HolyMolly......>>>>  archive.org/.../chicken-little-1943   <<<
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Maybe you were banned because Mercola thought you are a lowlife piece of dreck and he would be correct.
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here is Jews CEOed owned Disney brain washing ...and if CHILDREN....>>   archive.org/.../TheSpiritOf43_56   <<<>> and more

>>>>> archive.org/.../chicken-little-1943   <<<
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Happens on occasion especially if one does research on commenters. Doesn't take much to bring down the wrath of the

algorithm.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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I Move the world courts to : "FIRE the Whole US Senate ,house of reps and impeach Biden...than execute the entire lot for

TREASON"~~~~~~~~~~~~ any seconds??????? I also Make a Motion to remove Jason Trudeau-Ruz  and his entire Staff and exicute

them also....

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~any Seconds?
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mrrobb
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Yes Geri315  maybe so....But Geri315 you're so vapid....yawn..............go away I think you're nothing but a zit on the ass of Hillery

Cli_ton................yawn
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Off topic here, but I am always looking for new phrases and wording the Marxist-commies use to decect and scam people into a

narrative direction. Yday in reading an article over on theepochtimes.com. The phrase "belief generalization" was used to deYne a

person who for example who would choose not to wear a mask or take the injections etc. These phrases have popped of over the

years like "vaccine hesitancy" or Anti Vaxxer etc. The orchestrators of mind control are continually attempting to make the average

person not use critical thought and to make them question their ability to call a spade a spade.
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"Election denier"  - a person who supports fair and honest elections in a true democratic process.
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The latest one is “illegitimate “.
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Domestic Terrorist. Anyone that does not believe the 2020 election was the most fair election in history. Or anyone that

supports the "ULTRA MAGA" movement. The Jan 6 ers are being used as examples of what can happen if you disagree with the

oWcial narrative.
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Like Bill Maher said ULTRA MAGA sounds like a Condom for the well endowed :) True on the "domestic terrorist" label too Otis!
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I am tired of correcting the incorrect usage of terms like Marxist and Communist. Read some deYnitions and a little history.

There is nothing Marxist or Communist about the neocons who exhibit oligarchic totalitarian strategies.
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I fail to understand why neither you nor Robert Kennedy do not address the question of how Fauci has remained unmoveble...think J

Edgar Hoover....he is point man for US Military Intelligence....has everything on everybody....and everything follows and clariYes from

this knowledge.
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Right! 40 years plus on the lil fraud elf narcissist skating scot-free and just last week asking congress for even more of "our"

money to perpetuate the corruption and fraud in funding more research in China and development of next hybrid whu-cu-cu

combinations injections. Talk about ZERO accountability
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who's going to move him? They (the Pelosi's of the world) all proYt off him knowing what drugs/vaccines are going to get

approved ahead of time.
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williamgrant365gmail.com
Joined On 12/10/2021 2:50:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shepherdschape com Theseason org explains the whole Bible God bless. 1.KNOWthat all have sinned and fall short of the glory of

God.Romans 3:23 2.UNDERSTANDthe wages of sin is death.Romans 6:23 3.CONFESSthat Jesus Christ is Lord, and believe in your

heart that God raised Him from the dead.Romans 10:9 4.REPENTof your sinsLuke 13:3. 5.READ and STUDYGod's Word to show

yourself approved.2 Timothy 2:15 6.PUT ONthe whole armor of God.Ephesians 6:11 7.BEWAREof the son of perdition who is coming

Yrst disguised as Jesus to oppose and exalt himself above all that is called God, or worshipped.2 Thessalonians 2:3,4

8WATCHandPRAYuntil the true Christ returns.Luke 12:37Remain as a chaste virgin waiting for her true husband (Christ).2 Corinthians

11:2
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know about those sites...but I know that unchanging & unchanged Book (like its Author & Keeper) & whom I have

believed. With you, brother, but be careful with the versions changing some of those key doctrines you cited. Even

Swordsearcher's online KJB already has the one world approved antichrist changes inserted in blue, just waiting for the big

'change' when the only 'approved' scriptures will suddenly all miraculously agree & point to that counterfeit....and we know what

& where the head of that thing is, just like in the old Dark Age & Inquisition. Get hard copy. Purecambridgeedition best. God

bless, keep & contend for that faith once delivered the saints. We fear not those who can destroy the body & then do nothing,

but He who can destroy both body & soul in Hell. The one who set his word even above his name, and promised that though

heaven and earth will fail & pass away: his words never.
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